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Coinage metal exciplexes with helium atoms: a
theoretical study of M*(2L)Hen (M = Cu, Ag, Au; L = P,D)
Fausto Cargnoni,a Alessandro Pontia and Massimo Mella*b
The structure and energetics of exciplexes M*(2L)Hen (M = Cu, Ag and Au; L = P and D) in their
vibrational ground state are studied by employing diﬀusion Monte Carlo (DMC). Interaction potentials
between the excited coinage metals and He atoms are built using the Diatomics-in-Molecule (DIM)
approach and ab initio potential curves for the M(2L)–He dimers. Extending our previous work [Cargnoni
et al., J. Phys. Chem. A, 2011, 115, 7141], we computed the dimer potential for Au in the 2P and 2D states,
as well for Cu and Ag in the 2D state, employing basis set superposition error-corrected Configuration
Interaction calculations. We found that the 2P potential correlating with the 2P state of Au is substantially
less binding than for Ag and Cu, a trend well supported by the M+ ionic radiuses. Conversely, the inter-
action potentials between a (n  1)d9ns2 2D metal and He present a very weak dependency on M itself
or the projection of the angular momentum along the dimer axis. This is due to the screening exerted by
the ns2 electrons on the hole in the (n  1)d shell. Including the spin–orbit coupling perturbatively in the
DIM energy matrix has a major effect on the lowest potential energy surface of the 2P manifold, the one
for Cu allowing the formation of a ‘‘belt’’ of five He atoms while the one for Au being completely repul-
sive. Conversely, spin–orbit coupling has only a weak effect on the 2D manifold due to the nearly degen-
erate nature of the diatomic potentials. Structural and energetic results from DMC have been used to
support experimental indications for the formation of metastable exciplexes or the opening of non-
radiative depopulation channels in bulk and cold gaseous He.
1 Introduction
Rationalising the post-excitation dynamics of a chromophore
experiencing a condensed phase environment requires, often,
invoking the presence of aggregates formed between the excited
moiety and a few solvent molecules initially lying close to it. Of
interest to us in this context, are the many photo-excitation
experiments carried out in bulk 4He,1–9 using 4He droplets to
extract subtle features of the light absorbing species exploiting
the weakly interacting nature of such nano-cryostats,10–18 or in
cold helium gas.19–23
Despite the weakly interacting nature of helium, electronic
photo-excitation of atomic dopants embedded into its bulk or
on a droplet surface tends, nevertheless, to be markedly
aﬀected by the surrounding matrix. Thus, absorption spectra
may be strongly shifted and substantially broadened in the case
of embedded dopants,1,2,12,13 or may present a long tail in the blue
of the free transition frequency for floating species.10,11,14–16,24 As
for emission spectroscopy, lines often disappear or are strongly
redshifted, suggesting the formation of complexes between the
excited chromophore and the He atoms, usually dubbed ‘‘exci-
plexes’’.1,3,4,6,8,9,14–17,19 It is suggested that this could happen also
in cold gases,19–23 a process perhaps mediated by collisional
energy dissipation.
Investigating the processes leading to the formation of
exciplexes and their fate from the theoretical point of view
necessitates, as a basic ingredient, accurate interaction
potential surfaces between the excited moiety and one or more
He atoms. As those potentials require the use of ab initio
methods and basis sets specifically apt to dealing with excited
states, the computational eﬀort involved in obtaining the latter
tends to be substantially higher than for the ground state
potentials. This is true also for species that already require a
multi-state approach to investigate their ground state inter-
actions due, for instance, to a non-zero electronic orbital momen-
tum.25 As a consequence of such higher cost, only a few theoretical
studies have, so far, been devoted to investigate the structure,
energetics and dynamics of exciplexes26–33 providing the needed
support for the interpretation of experimental results. It is also
worth mentioning the fact that there are cases (see e.g. the 2P’ 2S
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case of Cu34) for which the task of computing excited state surfaces
is made even more demanding as the ones needed for the state
accessible via photo-excitation do not correlate with the first excited
manifold (i.e. the 2D one for Cu), but rather with higher roots of the
secular Configuration Interaction (CI) system.
An additional hurdle in obtaining key pieces of information
on exciplexes is represented by the marked anharmonic nature
of their vibrational modes. This prevents one from approaching
the investigation with the customary geometry optimisation
followed by a harmonic (or even perturbatively anharmonic)
analysis using the most appropriate ab initio level, and it
imposes instead the use of quantum simulation methods.
The latter, in turn, introduce the necessity for an eﬃcient
calculation of the interaction energy due to the extensive
configurational sampling, placing out of reach its ‘‘on the fly’’
computation with ab initio methods. Consequently, one is
forced to rely on approximations such as the Diatomics-
in-Molecules approach,35 a perturbation method capable of
building a multi-state representation of the many-body inter-
action surface starting from atomic and diatomic data. As it
also allows us to easily introduce spin–orbit coupling, albeit at
the cost of doubling the matrix sizes, it is chosen by us to
generate the energy surfaces needed to study the properties of
exciplexes.
The goal of this work is to investigate the structural and
energetic properties of M*(2L)Hen exciplexes (M = Cu, Ag and
Au, and L = P,D), a task that we undertook with a two-pronged
approach (vide infra). The reasons for applying ourselves to this
task are related to the fact that these species have been invoked
to interpret several experimental results1,8,9,19 such as the
disappearance of the D2 emission for all the metals in bulk
He,1,8,9 the non-radiative population of the 2P1/2 state of Ag in
bulk He1,36 and cold He gas,19 the long and temperature-
dependent lifetime of the D1 and Ag(2P3/2)He2 fluorescence
lines, and the appearance of the 2D5/2,3/2-
2S emission by Cu
in bulk He8,9 following its excitation into the 2P manifold.
Despite these experimental indications, only the existence
and properties of Ag(2P3/2)He and Ag(
2P3/2)He2 have so far
received suﬃcient support from theoretical studies.1,27,33,34
Even these cases, however, warrant a re-investigation owing to
the recent observation34 of a likely overbinding nature of the
potentials in ref. 27. It however appears to be unlikely that this
would lead to diﬀerent conclusions on their stability. Diﬀer-
ently, this may happen when it comes to the larger aggregates
previously indicated for 2P1/2 Ag,
33 the potential for the 2P1/2
state of Ag–He appearing substantially less binding when com-
puted with higher level ab initio approaches34 than before.27
As hinted in the preceding discussion, we first computed all
the needed diatomic interaction potentials (i.e. the ones
between 2P Au and He, as well as between He and the three
metals in the 2D state), and subsequently simulated the vibra-
tional ground state properties for the M*(2L)Hen aggregates
with diﬀusion Monte Carlo (DMC). The rationale behind our
choice for using a ground state approach such as DMC is twofold.
On one hand, the potential energy surface for the interesting
coinage metal states (i.e. the ones that form exciplexes) is either
almost or completely barrierless with respect to a He atom
approaching the metal from long distances (vide infra Sections 4.1
and 4.2). Thus, there is nothing preventing He atoms to come
closer to the de-screened metal nucleus after excitation. On the
other hand, the diﬀusion of He atoms in cluster and bulk helium
is quite fast (it is estimated that it takes roughly 40 ps to diﬀuse an
average of 20 Å37) even at a cluster temperature of 0.4 K. These
facts, together with the fast energy dissipation aﬀorded by the
surrounding helium atoms,37 make it highly probable that the
first shell solvent He atoms around the metal can be ‘‘drawn in’’
by the stronger interaction generated by the asymmetric P elec-
tron density induced by the excitation well before the metal atom
is allowed to relax to its ground electronic state (with lifetime of
the order of nanoseconds). Thus, provided one is not interested in
the details of the dynamics ensuing after the photon adsorption,
DMC appears to be a valid method to study the structural details
of the complex formed and sheds some light on their fate.
The details of the ab initio calculations for the interaction
energies and their results are described in Section 2. Section 3
provides details on the DMC approach and the DIM method
used to model the structure and energetics of the studied
exciplexes, the results and relevance of our investigation being
described in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 provides our conclu-
sions and indications for future work in this arena.
2 Ab initio potential energy curves
In a recent investigation,34 we performed ab initio Configu-
ration Interaction (CI) calculations on the Cu–He and Ag–He
dimers to determine the excited state potentials (PES) that
correlate asymptotically with the lowest lying 2P atomic doub-
lets of the metal atom. In the present study we computed these
PES also for the Au–He system; for each M–He complex (M =
Cu, Ag, Au) we also investigated the five lowest lying excited
states correlating asymptotically with the 2D atomic doublets.
The 2P excited states of the metal atom arise from the
excitation of an electron from the outermost s orbital to the
empty p shell, and hence the outer electronic configuration is
(n  1)d10np1 (n = 4, 5, 6 for Cu, Ag and Au, respectively). In the
2D states one electron is promoted from the filled d shell of the
metal atom to its half-filled s shell, and the corresponding
electronic configuration is (n  1)d9ns2. Overall, the states
considered here are the 2S+, 2P1/2 and
2P3/2 states of M–He
dimers which correlate asymptotically with the 2P doublets of
Cu, Ag and Au, and the 2S+, 2P1/2,
2P3/2,
2D3/2 and
2D5/2 states
which correlate asymptotically with the atomic 2D doublets.
We anticipate here that these excited states of the M–He dimers
(M = Cu, Ag, Au) retain a strong atomic character in all
computations, and hence the helium atom behaves essentially
as a probe to explore the electronic structure of an excited
copper, silver or gold atom.
The entire set of interaction potentials has been determined
following closely the computational procedure already adopted
for Ag–He, and extensively described in ref. 34. We report
below a brief summary of our CI approach, and we address
the interested reader to our previous investigation for more
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extensive details. In addition, the lowest lying state of each
symmetry has been determined also at the UCCSD(T) level of
theory.
In all computations the inner electrons of Cu, Ag and Au are
described with the relativistic small-core pseudo-potentials (PP)
proposed by Figgen et al.38 The M–He (M = Cu, Ag, Au) dimers
are then treated as 21 electron systems: two 1s2 electrons on
helium, and the 19 outermost electrons on the metal atoms:
3s23p63d104s1 for Cu, 4s24p64d105s1 for Ag and 5s25p65d106s1
for Au. The spin–orbit coupling has been neglected at this
stage, and it is included a posteriori, according to the scheme
adopted in ref. 27 and 39 for the 2P states, and that is extended
in this work to the 2D states. Configuration Interaction compu-
tations have been performed with the GAMESS-US code,40 while
UCCSD(T) calculations were performed with the MOLPRO
code.41–43 The interaction energy data have been corrected
using the standard counterpoise technique proposed by Boys
and Bernardi.44 In the discussion below, the asymptotes of all
interaction potentials have been set to be zero. The concepts of
the ‘‘well depth’’, ‘‘attractive’’ and ‘‘repulsive’’ region of the PES
should therefore be interpreted according to this choice.
The CI potentials have been determined with a two step
strategy, including electron correlation coming from the 13
outermost electrons of M–He complexes. First, we assigned to
M–He complexes a small basis set, we performed CI computa-
tions including up to triple excitations (CISDT), and we defined
for each electronic state an analytical expression for the con-
tribution of triple excitations. Second, we selected a basis set
with a much larger flexibility, from now on referred to as large,
and we computed the interaction potentials including single
and double excitations (CISD). The final CI potentials have
been defined summing up interaction energies obtained with
the large basis set and the contribution of triple excitations as
determined with the small basis.
The small basis set contains just 37 Gaussian functions, and
is obtained assigning the cc-pVDZ45 basis set (with the exclu-
sion of the single set of f functions) to the metal atoms, the
aug-cc-pVDZ46 to He, and placing a 1s1p set of bond functions
at midway between the M and He nuclei. As discussed exten-
sively in our previous investigation,34 the small basis set proved
to be flexible enough to recover the main features of the PES
under investigation. The large basis set consists of 173 Gaus-
sian functions, and contains the aug-cc-pVTZ45 set for the metal
atom, the d-aug-cc-pVTZ46 set for He, and a 3s3p2d47 set of
bond functions placed at midway between the M and He nuclei.
Details of CI computations are as follows: the CISD to CISDT
diﬀerence, determined with the small basis set, has been
computed at 28 internuclear distances in the range from 1.6
to 10.0 Å in the Cu–He complex, at 32 distances in the range
from 2.0 to 10.0 Å in Ag–He, and 23 distances in the same range
in the Au–He dimer. CISD computations with the large basis set
have been performed at 32 internuclear distances from 1.6 to
10.0 Å in Cu–He, 33 internuclear distances from 2.075 to 10.0 Å
in Ag–He, and 37 internuclear distances from 2.0 to 10.0 Å
in Au–He. The internuclear distances have been selected to
sample finely the regions where the interaction potentials
undergo sudden changes. UCCSD(T) computations have been
performed with the large basis set at the same internuclear
distances considered in CISD calculations. In all computations
we adopted a ROHF reference wavefunction. The electronic
excited states available at the UCCSD(T) level of theory are the
2P1/2 and
2P3/2 states that correlate asymptotically with the
2P
doublets in Ag–He, and 2D3/2 and
2D5/2 that correlate with the
2D atomic state. In the case of Cu–He and Au–He, we deter-
mined the interaction potentials of 2P1/2,
2P3/2,
2D3/2 and
2D5/2
states which correlate asymptotically with the atomic 2D doub-
lets. The 2S+ ground state is clearly available in all systems.
Both CI and UCCSD(T) potentials have been fitted using quintic
splines set over the entire set of data available, forcing a
Fig. 1 Potential energy surfaces computed for diﬀerent electronic states of
M–He complexes using the large basis set. The CI 2S+and 2P states of Cu–He
and Ag–He dimers which correlate asymptotically with the 2P atomic doublets
are taken from ref. 34. Note that for each metal atom a single excited state
correlating with the 2D atomic doublet is reported (the 2D state), because these
curves are indistinguishable in the range of the plot.
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smooth joint at 10.0 Å with a long-range term with expression
C6/r6. The final potentials are reported in Fig. 1, and their
relevant properties are collected in Table 1.
To assess the reliability of our CI scheme, we compared the
triple excitation corrected ground state PES with CCSD(T)
results obtained with the large basis set. At the distance of
the minimum interaction energy (as determined by CCSD(T)
computations) the CI potentials recover about 80% of the
correlation energy contribution in Cu–He and Au–He, and
90% in Ag–He from the CCSDT calculations. The role of triple
excitations is quite small (about 3% in Cu–He and Au–He, 4%
in Ag–He), and slightly improves the accuracy of CI results. This
outcome is consistent with data for the excited states: triple
excitations give a small contribution to the interaction energy
in the entire range of distances considered, and become
relevant only at very short internuclear separations. This sug-
gests that that the interaction between an excited M atom
(M = Cu, Ag, Au) in the 2P and 2D states and helium is well
described by single and double excited configurations.
Quite interestingly, for each metal atom the CI potentials of
the excited states asymptotically correlating with the 2D atomic
configuration are very similar to one another, which means that
to change the hole of the d9 shell has a negligible eﬀect on the
interaction between helium and the metal, as already observed
for Sc–He.48 Furthermore, these PES do not change significantly
even by switching the metal atom, and in the range shown in
Fig. 1 they are hardly distinguishable from one another. As for
excited states correlating with M(2P), the 2S+ curves of copper and
silver are very similar, while the potential is significantly softer
(i.e. less repulsive) in the case of gold. A strong dependence of the
potentials on the M atom is observed only in the case of 2P states
asymptotically correlating with the atomic 2P states. Cu–He
exhibits the largest attractive well, and its repulsive wall is located
at shorter distances as compared to Ag–He and Au–He. Ag–He
presents intermediate properties, while Au–He has the shallowest
attractive well and the repulsive wall located at largest distances.
Interestingly, this trend is consistent with the ionic radii of the M+
cations (Cu+ 96 pm, Ag+ 126 pm, Au+ 137 pm),49 which suggest
that these interactions are dominated by the induction interaction
of helium with the positive core of the metals.
UCCSD(T) computations on available excited states present
relevant diﬀerences with CI ones. In the case of excitations
correlating with the 2D atomic states, UCCSD(T) data agree with
the observations reported for CI potentials. First, the inner
polarization of the d9 shell has no relevant eﬀect on the
potential. Second, PES corresponding to diﬀerent metal atoms
are very close to one another. The gross features of CI and
UCCSD(T) potentials are quite similar, and the CI to UCCSD(T)
interaction energy diﬀerence remains quite small along the
entire range of internuclear distances considered. However, in
the case of Cu–He and Ag–He UCCSD(T) data exhibit a smaller
well depth with respect to CI ones, and the distance of the
minimum interaction energy is significantly shifted at larger
values, while in Au–He the opposite trend is found.
In the case of the Ag–He complex, UCCSD(T) data are
available also for the degenerate 2P states correlating with
the 2P atomic doublet, and our results agree quite well to
available literature data.50,51 The well depth of the UCCSD(T)
interaction potential is much deeper than the CI one, and
shifted at shorter internuclear separations. The repulsive wall
as obtained by UCCSD(T) data is located at distances about
0.15 Å smaller than what found with the CI approach. The
change in the parameters of the 2P state for Ag in its 2P state
appears to be large and difficult to justify based only on the
different methods used. This can be appreciated from the
comparison between dimer states correlating with the 2S and
2D cases, and from the fact that even at long distances the two
curves differ despite the very similar structure for the wave
functions. As such, we believe that these differences deserve
further investigation, which is currently underway in our
laboratories. Here, we briefly mention that a comparison
between UCCSD and UCCSD(T) results highlighted a marked
effect due to the perturbative triple corrections, which might
introduce some contamination from different states.
3 Diﬀusion Monte Carlo method and
Diatomics-in-Molecule potentials
3.1 Diﬀusion Monte Carlo (DMC)
The deeply fluxional nature of He aggregates, even in the
presence of strongly binding dopants, limits the usefulness of
methods based on the harmonic approximation for the potential
or on atomic Gaussian functions to build an approximate wave
Table 1 Relevant properties of the excited state PES of M–He dimers (M = Cu,
Ag, Au) without including the spin–orbit coupling and with the asymptotic
interaction (asymptotic state 2L) energy set to zero
M Method 2L States rmin
a Emin
b sc
Cu CCSDT 2S GSd 4.59 6.2 4.04
Cu CI 2P 2S+ e 8.68 2.7 7.50
Cu CI 2P 2P1/2,
2P3/2
e 2.03 462.2 1.72
Cu CI 2D 2S+ 4.34 14.9 3.85
Cu CI 2D 2P1/2,
2P3/2 4.32 16.2 3.81
Cu UCCSD(T) 2D 2P1/2,
2P3/2 4.68 8.1 4.03
Cu CI 2D 2D3/2,
2D5/2 4.26 17.6 3.76
Cu UCCSD(T) 2D 2D3/2,
2D5/2 4.66 8.2 4.00
Ag CCSDT 2S GSd 4.60 7.4 4.04
Ag CI 2P 2S+ e 7.89 1.1 7.01
Ag CI 2P 2P1/2,
2P3/2
e 2.52 272.7 2.15
Ag UCCSD(T) 2P 2P1/2,
2P3/2 2.36 447.5 2.00
Ag CI 2D 2S+ 4.50 15.6 3.98
Ag CI 2D 2P1/2,
2P3/2 4.46 15.3 3.95
Ag CI 2D 2D3/2,
2D5/2 4.39 17.1 3.89
Ag UCCSD(T) 2D 2D3/2,
2D5/2 4.63 8.8 4.04
Au CCSDT 2S GS d 4.09 15.3 3.60
Au CI 2P 2S+ f
Au CI 2P 2P1/2,
2P3/2
e 2.80 136.6 2.38
Au CI 2D 2S+ 4.32 11.6 3.83
Au CI 2D 2P1/2,
2P3/2 4.33 11.3 3.86
Au UCCSD(T) 2D 2P1/2,
2P3/2 4.33 13.1 3.81
Au CI 2D 2D3/2,
2D5/2 4.30 11.8 3.83
Au UCCSD(T) 2D 2D3/2,
2D5/2 4.19 13.5 3.79
a Internuclear M–He distance (Å) at the minimum interaction energy.
b Minimum interaction energy (cm1). c Internuclear distance where
the PES becomes repulsive (Å). d Data taken from ref. 52. e Data taken
from ref. 34. f This potential is repulsive along the entire range of
internuclear distances considered.
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function. Density Functional Theory based approaches,53 despite
representing an useful tool for very large He droplets, show a few
shortcomings when describing small and granular systems as
the ones we intend to investigate in this work. Thus, we opted for
employing diﬀusion Monte Carlo (DMC),54 an atomistic simula-
tion method capable of exactly sampling the ground state
vibration wave function C0 for M*Hen systems, to study the
structure and energetics of the latter. Since the DMC methods
have extensively been described in the literature, we restrict
ourselves to providing only the details needed to understand
our results and, refraining from a lengthy discussion, referring
the interested reader to previously published material (e.g. see
ref. 55).
Given the reasonably deep well present in the M*–He
interaction potentials (that is, neglecting the repulsive 2S+
states correlating with the atomic 2P ones), we chose not to
use any guiding wave function CT for directing the simulations
to avoid any bias that may be introduced due to shortcomings
of its form. As for the sampling algorithm, we employed the
third order ‘‘on the fly’’ propagator previously developed56 and
that uses an intermediate half-step potential evaluation to
extrapolate the branching weights to third order. A time step
dt = 300 Hartree1 was found to be sufficiently small to
guarantee a small systematic bias for all clusters simulated
when used in conjunction with a walker population weight of
above 1000. Energies were computed using the simple potential
estimator,54 i.e. averaging the value of the interaction potential
over the sampled configurations. The DMC algorithm was
implemented to minimize the ‘‘step to step’’ stochastic error
associated with the diffusion and branching steps.57 Albeit
more accurate options are available for unguided DMC,58,59
we simply collected the configuration replicas (whose distribu-
tion is proportional toC0) sampled during the DMC simulation
to obtain structural details of the systems investigated. This
approach was previously found to generate a sufficient level of
insight into reasonably structured systems.60 Correlation
between statistical samples was eliminated using the blocking
method.61
3.2 Diatomics-in-Molecule (DIM) analytic potentials
Diﬀerently from the case of He clusters doped with metal atoms
in a S-type ground state, the interaction potential for M*Hen
cannot, at least in principle, be written as a ‘‘sum of pairwise
interactions’’. This is due to the strong anisotropic character of
the many-body eﬀects defining the orientation of the angular
momentum projection axis that minimises the energy of the
system. Since ab initiomethods are far too expensive to be used
for obtaining well converged DMC simulations, in this work we
resort to the use of the Diatomics-in-Molecule approach origin-
ally developed by Ellison35 (see ref. 62 for a more modern
presentation including also a discussion on the ab initio and
semi-empirical versions of the method). In this method, the
total electronic Hamiltonian of a system is written as sum of
mono- and di-atomic Hamiltonian operators, while the wave
function is a linear combination of anti-symmetrized products
of mono- and di-atomic diabatic terms.62
In the semi-empirical version of the DIM approach for
M*Hen, only the antisymmetric products containing the ground
state of the He atoms and one of the excited states of the metal
atom are used to represent the total wave function. In this case,
this is justified by the large energy diﬀerence between electro-
nic states in M*Hen, as discussed in ref. 31 for Ca–Ar. Neglect-
ing the indication of the 1S configuration of the He(1s2) atoms,
we would represent such a product indicating only the angular
momentum of the metal electronic state with the ket |lmi. The
contribution to a matrix element coming from any of the
diatomic Hamiltonian operators is approximated using semi-
empirical or, as in our case, with accurate pair interaction
energies. In both cases, however, we usually know pair potential
curves in the reference frame that uses the bond axis of each
specific diatomic as a projection axis (i.e. each state correlates
with a |lmiM in a specific diatomic frame), while we would need
to express them with respect to a common reference (e.g. the
laboratory one). Indicating with |lmiL the metal state in the
laboratory frame, the diatomic matrix element between |lmiL
and |lm0iL (notice that both states have the same l as no mixing
between different angular momentum states is allowed in the
DIM matrix) can be written as:
L lmh jHMHe lm0j iL
¼
X
m1m1
0
L lm j lm1h iMM lm1h jHMHe lm01
 
MM
lm01
 lm0 
L
(1)
Since one writes the identity I ¼P
m1
lm1j i lm1h j for a chosen
total angular momentum l. Indicating as Ra(a,b,g) the active
rotation operator (with the convention used by Sakurai63 to
define Euler angles) that re-orients the diatomic M–He from
being aligned with the z-axis of the laboratory frame and having
M in the origin to the more general orientation of its bond
vector indicated by (a,b,g), one has:
Ra(a,b,g)|lmiL = |lmiM (2)
or, substituting into eqn (1):
L lmh jHMHe lm0j iL¼
X
m1m
0
1
L lmh jRaða;b;gÞ lm1j iLM lm1h jHMHe lm01
 
M
L lm01
 ðRaða;b;gÞÞy lm0j iL
(3)
The matrix elements Lhlm|Ra(a,b,g)|lm1iL for the rotation are
the coeﬃcient Dlmm1ða; b; gÞ of the basis element |lmiL in the
linear combination that represents the eﬀect of the rotation
Ra(a,b,g) on |lm1iL and are given in ref. 63 and 64.† Since
rotations are unitary transformations, the matrix composed of the
elements Lhlm10|Ra(a,b,g)†|lm0iL is the inverse ofDlmm1ða; b; gÞ. The
matrix HMHemm1 ¼M lm1jHMHejlm1
0 
M
expressed in the diatomic
molecular frame is diagonal and would represent the diabatic
interaction between the 1s2 He and the |lmiM state of the metal as
† The Wigner small dlmm1 ða; b; gÞ matrix in ref. 64 contains an error in the d
l
1,1
(a,b,g) element, which should be 12(2 cos2 b  cosb  1).
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a function of their distance. It is customary to substitute such
diagonal diabatic interactions with the adiabatic potential energy
curves associated asymptotically with each of the projection
quantum numbers m. Thus, for a P state of the metal, one would
associate the two degenerate P diatomic state with m = 1,1, and
the S diatomic state with m = 0. For a D state of the metal, one
would extend such a prescription with the association of the
degenerate D diatomic states to m = 2,2. Notice, however, that
the diagonalization of the matrices obtained using the adiabatic
potential curves provides one with states that are eigenfunctions
of both the unperturbed atomic Hamiltonian as well as the
He-related and spin–orbit perturbation, thus breaking the degen-
erate nature of the original P or D manifolds. Nevertheless, it is
worth pointing out that a diabatic approach (as the one employed
by Heitz et al.31) would allow an improved accuracy, especially
when configurational mixing ought to be expected (vide infra
Sections in 4.2); this is because the DIM approach relies on the
assumption that diatomic states maintain the same configura-
tional character. Indeed, mixing could lead to the non-adiabatic
transitions that are often invoked to explain excited state depopu-
lation or fluorescence line disappearance, and the coupling
elements needed for the dynamical simulations of such pro-
cesses are more easily obtained starting from a diabatic picture
rather than an adiabatic one.
The matrix DHMHeD† providing the contribution for a spe-
cific diatomic M–He pair with the metal in a P state has been
given previously as a function of a and b, the latter representing
the angles giving, respectively, f and y of the polar coordinates
(r cosf sin y, r sinf sin y, r cos y) of the He atom with respect to
the metal.65 The analytical representation of a diatomic con-
tribution when the metal is in a D state is given in this
work as:with the usual Hermitian condition that Mji = Mij*
for the elementsMji below the diagonal (i.e. j > i) and assuming
the orderingm = 2- i = 1,m = 1- i = 2,m = 0- i = 3,m =1-
i = 4, m = 2- i = 5 and correspondingly for the index j.
For the coinage metals, the spin–orbit coupling for the P and
D states is sufficiently large to require it to be included as an
important contribution to the energetics of the doped clusters.
In particular, we employed an atoms-in-molecule approach,
assuming a constant value for the spin–orbit coupling constant
a although it should be formally dependent on the cluster
geometry. As the correct treatment of the spin–orbit coupling
requires the |lmi states to be multiplied by spin functions |si
(that is, |ai and |bi for 2P and 2D states), the complete
interaction matrix including the spin–orbit contributions is
twice as large as the M matrix (see eqn (4)) when expressed in
the |lmiL # |si basis set. The complete Hamilton matrix for
an atom in a 2P state descending from a p1 configuration has
been given previously.39 For the 2D state descending from the
(n  1)d9ns2 configuration of Cu, Ag and Au, the matrix can be
easily derived from the matrix M if one maintains the ordering
given above for m and uses the basis elements containing the
spin function |ai as the first five elements. With such ordering,
the matrix for the spin–orbit coupling interaction in the |lmiL
# |si basis set can be computed using the formula
hmkskjh^SOjmjsji
¼ a
2
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
lðl þ 1Þ mj mj þ 1
 q ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
sðsþ 1Þ  sj sj  1
 q
dmk;mjþ1dsk;sj1
þ a
2
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
lðl þ 1Þ mj mj  1
 q ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
sðsþ 1Þ  sj sj þ 1
 q
dmk;mj1dsk;sjþ1
(5)
with hˆSO being the spin–orbit interaction operator, l and s the
orbital (i.e. l = 2 for the D state) and spin (i.e. s = 1/2 for the
doublet state) angular momenta, and m and s, respectively,
M11 ¼ 1
8
VDþ6VD cos2bþVD cos4bþ4VP sin2b

þ3VS sin4bþVP sin2ð2bÞ

M12¼ e
ia
4
cosbsinb VD4VPð Þcos2bþ3 VDVS sin2b
  
M13¼ e
2ia
8
ﬃﬃﬃ
3
2
r
3VD4VPþVSþ VD4VPþ3VSð Þcosð2bÞð Þsin2b
M14¼ e
3ia
4
VD4VPþ3VSð Þcosbsin3b
M15¼ e
4ia
8
VD4VPþ3VSð Þsin4b
M22¼ 1
8
4VP12VP cos2bþ16VP cos4bþ4VD sin2b

þVD sin2ð2bÞþ3VS sin2ð2bÞ

M23¼ e
ia
8
ﬃﬃﬃ
3
2
r
VDþVSþ VD4VPþ3VSð Þcosð2bÞÞsinð2bÞð
M24¼ e
2ia
4
VDþ2VP3VS VD4VPþ3VSð Þcosð2bÞÞsin2b

M25¼ e
3ia
4
VD4VPþ3VSð Þcosbsin3b
M33¼ 1
4
VS 13cos2b
 2þ3VD sin4bþ3VP sin2ð2bÞ 	
M34¼ e
ia
8
ﬃﬃﬃ
3
2
r
VDþVSþ VD4VPþ3VSð Þcosð2bÞÞsinð2bÞð
M35¼ e
2ia
8
ﬃﬃﬃ
3
2
r
3VD4VPþVSþ VD4VPþ3VSð Þcosð2bÞÞsin2b

M44¼ 1
8
4VP12VP cos2bþ16VP cos4bþ4VD sin2b

þVD sin2ð2bÞþ3VS sin2ð2bÞ

M45¼ e
ia
4
cosbsinb 3VD VD4VPð Þcos2bþ3VS sin2b
 
M55¼ 1
8
VDþ6VD cos2bþVD cos4bþ4VP sin2b

þ3VS sin4bþVP sin2ð2bÞ

(4)
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their projection along the z-axis. The explicit form of the spin–
orbit matrix obtained with eqn (5) is:
m;s 2a 1a 0a 1a 2a 2b 1b 0b 1b 2b
2a a 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1a 0 a=2 0 0 0 a 0 0 0 0
0a 0 0 0 0 0 0
ﬃﬃﬃ
3
2
r
a 0 0 0
1a 0 0 0 a=2 0 0 0
ﬃﬃﬃ
3
2
r
a 0 0
2a 0 0 0 0 a 0 0 0 a 0
2b 0 a 0 0 0 a 0 0 0 0
1b 0 0
ﬃﬃﬃ
3
2
r
a 0 0 0 a=2 0 0 0
0b 0 0 0
ﬃﬃﬃ
3
2
r
a 0 0 0 0 0 0
1b 0 0 0 0 a 0 0 0 a=2 0
2b 0 0 0 0 0 a 0 0 0 a
0
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB@
1
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCA
(6)
which has a six-fold degenerate eigenvalue equal to a and
corresponding to a state with a total angular momentum J = 5/2,
and a four-fold degenerate one with value 3a/2 that corresponds to
the states with total angular momentum J = 3/2. From this results,
one obtains that DESO = E3/2  E5/2 = 5a/2, or a = 2DESO/5. In the
following, we used DESO = 248.38, 920.66 and 3815.622 cm
1 for the
2P state of, respectively, Cu, Ag, and Au; in the same order of metals,
DESO = 2042.858, 4471.928, and 12274.014 cm
1 for the 2D state.
4 Simulation results
In the present section, we shall discuss the results of the DMC
simulations on the M*(2L)Hen systems, with L = P, D. In doing
this, we would proceed discussing the results for the 2P states at
first, which are of relevance for the formation of exciplexes
following the 2P ’ 2S UV excitation of a coinage metal that
generates the D1 and D2 bands. Subsequently, the case of the
2D states is presented, discussing their link to photo-excitation
experiments in bulk and vapour helium.
4.1 2P states
As of relevance for the ensuing discussion, Fig. 2 shows the
interaction potentials for the three coinage metals correlating
with the atomic spin–orbit coupled states 2P1/2 (
2P1/2) and
2P3/2
(2P3/2 and
2S+).
Owing to the diﬀerence shown in Fig. 1 for the 2P and 2S
interaction potentials correlating with the 2P state of the coin-
age metals and to the diﬀerent magnitude of the spin–orbit
interactions, stark qualitative differences between the metals
emerge from Fig. 2. In particular, we notice that the 2P1/2
potential becomes less attractive (or more repulsive) upon
increasing the atomic number, the potential for Au being
markedly repulsive over the complete range of distance inves-
tigated. The quantity DESO plays an important role in defining
the trend described, as it is directly related to the off-diagonal
(i.e. mixing) element between the 2P and 2S curves
MP;S ¼
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
3
DESO
 !
that generate the 2P1/2 and
2S+ curves27
for M*(2P)He. In particular, the larger the value of the spin–orbit
splitting, the larger the distance range over which it is possible to
mix the repulsive 2S state with the attractive 2P one in the linear
combination that defines the 2P1/2 potential. For Au, the mixing
is also facilitated by a weaker interaction with helium in the 2P
state compared with the remaining metals, as indicated in
Section 2. In the case of Cu, the deep potential well for the 2P
Cu–He state and the comparatively small spin–orbit constant
induce only a small entrance barrier (B30 cm1) in the 2P1/2
potential and a weak raise of the well bottom compared to the
original 2P potential. No effects other than uniformly raising the
2P curve are induced in the 2P3/2 potential. Albeit more marked,
qualitatively similar effects are present in the Ag case, the curve
minimum at around 2.5 Å becomes nearly degenerate (roughly
10.2 cm1 below) with the dissociated fragments 2P1/2 Ag and He.
Fig. 2 M*(2P)–He pair potentials including spin–orbit coupling interaction. The
zero of the energy is chosen as the energy of the spin–orbit averaged M*(2P) plus
He energies. Energies in cm1, distances in Å.
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From Fig. 2, it is also apparent that the highest lying pair of
degenerate eigenvalues obtained diagonalising M produces
always a repulsive curve, as it was expected since it should
correlate the most with the repulsive 2S spin–orbit averaged
state. As previous works66 have shown that this repulsive
character translates into the many-body cases, we avoided any
further study on such eigenvalues. Instead, we concentrated on
investigating the energetics and structural features of the first
and second excited states for Cu and Ag, and only of the second
state of Au given the repulsive nature of its lowest one. In this
respect, it is also interesting to notice that the 2P1/2 potential
for Au could be thought as a weighted average between the 2S
and 2P states, with coefficients being substantially defined by
the coefficients of the linear combination representing the 2P1/2
state in terms of the |1mi # |si basis set. This is due to the
higher magnitude of the spin–orbit coupling compared with
the well depth (i.e. to the weakly perturbing action of the M–He
interaction on the S–O coupled states). Thus, the 2S potential is
capable of ‘‘washing away’’ the attractive well of the 2P state,
generating a totally repulsive interaction due to the earlier and
rapid onset of its repulsive wall compared with the attractive
well of 2P.
4.1.1 Cu. DMC binding energy results for the two lowest
eigenstates of Cu*(2P)Hen are given in Table 2, together with the
negative of the He evaporation energies defined as:
D0ðnÞ ¼ E0ðnÞ  E0ðmÞ
nm (7)
with m being the largest integer for which n > m.
As indicated by the results in Table 2, the potential for the
lowest state is capable of binding up to 5 He atoms, a sixth one
dissociating quickly from the cluster as the DMC simulation
progresses despite an initially low value of the average potential
for the starting structure. In this respect, it is noticeable that
D0
1 substantially decreases upon increasing n from 4 to 5,
indicating for n = 5 a nearly saturated binding capability for
Cu in this state. Given the Cu–He equilibrium distance for the
2P or 2P1/2 states (see Fig. 1 and 2), it seems to be unlikely that
the whole ‘‘surface’’ of Cu is completely covered by only 5 He
atoms, thus suggesting a toroidal disposition for the He atoms
around the ‘‘waist’’ (i.e. the nodal plane) of the 2P1/2 state. To
show that this is just the case, Fig. 3 shows a typical structure
for Cu*(2P)He5 sampled during the DMC simulation.
The structure shown in Fig. 3 for Cu*(2P1/2)He5 is clearly
reminiscent of the structure evidenced for the lowest excited
state of Li*(2P)He5 and Na*(
2P)He5,
30 K*(2P)He6,
32 and
Rb*(2P)He7.
28 In other words, the structure of these clusters is
decided by a competition between the strong attraction of a He
atom from the unscreened cationic Cu+ core along the nodal
plane and the excluded volume of the He atoms.
Turning to the exciplexes formed when Cu* correlates
asymptotically with the 2P3/2 state, we found that no more than
two He atoms can be strongly bound to the metal (see Table 2
and Fig. 3 for its structure). In these cases, the total binding
energy for the two stable species is larger than the corre-
sponding systems containing Cu*(2P1/2), owing to a substan-
tially larger binding energy of the first He atom to the metal
centre in the 2P3/2 state. The substantial stability of Cu*(
2P3/2)-
Hen for n = 1 and 2 parallels what previously suggested more
generally for alkali-type metals in a 2P state,67 Ag,1,27 K,32 Rb6,29
and Cs,4 thus supporting some of the experimental assign-
ments.9 Broadly speaking, the diﬀerence between the exciplexes
formed with a large a (i.e. heavy) metal atom in the 2P3/2 state
and the ones built with the dopant in the 2P1/2 is due to the fact
Table 2 DMC binding energy El0(n) and negative evaporation energy D
l
0(n) for
the two lowest states (l = 1,2) of Cu*(2P)Hen
n E10(n)
a D10(n)
a E20(n)
a D20(n)
a
1 289.57 369.9
2 592.1 302.4 602.7 232.8
3 864.7 272.7
4 1120.7 255.9
5 1177.0 56.7
a Energies in cm1. The standard error of mean values is roughly one
unit of the last decimal digit shown.
Fig. 3 Structure of a few M*(2P)Hen and M*(
2D)Hen complexes collected during
the DMC sampling of C0. (a) Cu*(
2P1/2)He5; (b) Cu*(
2P3/2)He2; (c) Cu*(
2D5/2)He10,
the first eigenvalue of the DIM matrix.
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that in the wave function of the former the node lies on a line
(the quantisation axis), whereas it is on a plane in the latter
case.67 The preferential bonding zones for He atoms (i.e. the region
where they can feel the Coulomb interaction with the unscreened
core due to a reduced electron density) sit along the quantisation
axis, thus forcing a nearly linear arrangement for these species. It
is also noteworthy that no entrance barrier to the binding zone was
found for the two He atoms (data not shown), a finding that agrees
nicely with what previously indicated for K,32 Rb6 and Cs,4 and that
is clearly relevant for the possible post-excitation generation of
Cu*(2P3/2)He2.
As a final comment, one which is also generally valid for all
the stable exciplexes, it is worth remembering that it has
already been shown that species such as Cu*(2P1/2)Hen and
Cu*(2P3/2)Hen are capable of binding additional He atoms, thus
forming larger aggregates than the ones studied here.28,29 This
is substantially due to the juxtaposition of two known facts for
Hen: first, the fact that He2 is stable despite the weak potential
interaction and its light reduced mass; second, the fact that
when an M*He moiety is strongly bound, it basically acts as if it
was a single He with a heavier mass. Thus, the results shown in
Table 2 indicate that the dissociation of the sixth He atom from
Cu*(2P1/2)He5 and the third from Cu*(
2P3/2)He3 is due to some
ineﬃciency of our algorithms when it comes to simulating
aggregates kept together by weak interactions such as the
He–He ones. Wishing to correct for this deficiency,28 it would
be an easy task to employ a guiding function CT for these
systems as previously done in the case of molecular dopants;68
at the moment, we consider this task outside the aim of this
work, which mainly focuses on studying the exciplex ‘‘core’’
that may be formed following spectroscopical excitation and
subsequent relaxation.
4.1.2 Ag. The presence of a well in the 2P1/2 state of Ag*–He
(see Fig. 2) at around 2.5 Å with a depth of roughly 10.2 cm1
with respect to the asymptotic fragments suggests the possible
stability of the excimer. It must be noticed, however, that the
potential well is rather narrow (width B1.25 Å), requiring the
He atoms to sustain a tight confinement in order to form an
aggregate. Thus, the potential may turn out to be unable to
bind even a single rare gas atom, as the kinetic vibrational
energy due to the confinement makes it possible for a dimer
prepared with He atoms inside the well to ‘‘leak-out’’ through
the exit barrier.
DMC simulations started with the dimer at the equilibrium
distance indeed rapidly led to its dissociation, the quantum
eﬀect winning over the confining potential. To make sure of the
robustness of the result, we also solved the Schroedinger
equation with the previously used grid-based method39 and
found it always with energy slightly above dissociation and
tending to the asymptotic limit upon converging the grid
parameters. Attempts of characterising possible s-wave reso-
nances were also unfruitful, the computed phase shift behaving
monotonously over an energy range covering the possibility of
classically surmounting the barrier.
Given this evidence, we avoided to run any simulation on
the first excited state of the 2P manifold for AgHen. It must be
noted, however, that our results are at variance with the outcome
of a previous dynamical study33 following the post-excitation
evolution of AgHen clusters; this showed the formation of stable
exciplexes with Ag in the 2P1/2 state and characterised by the
typical ‘‘He belt’’ structure (vide Section 2). However, the semi-
classical trajectories in ref. 33 were based on curves27 that have
been suggested to overbind the dimer,34 a feature that may be
expected to bias the results favouring the formation of exci-
plexes. Given the fact that the indication of a possible direct
formation of exciplexes from vertical electronic excitation pro-
vided by previous DMC calculations on AgHen
39 employing the
potentials in ref. 27 has been recently revised by similar calcula-
tions carried out with the most modern potential curves,34 it is
sensible to expect a diﬀerent outcome also for the post-excitation
dynamics.
Notice that the lack of stable AgHen aggregates when the
metal is in the 2P1/2 state provides an a posteriori justification
for, first, the lack of 2P1/2 exciplex signatures even in liquid He
1
and, second, for the experimental observation that silver tends
to be expelled from He droplets36 when converted into the 2P1/2
state by, for instance, non-adiabatic transition following excita-
tion of the D2 line. Ag is also expected to be expelled from
clusters when excited in the third state of the same manifold, as
the 2S+ potential for AgHe appears to be repulsive over the
whole range of distances.
Focusing on the second excited state of the 2P manifold of
Ag, Table 3 gives the same quantity provided above for CuHen.
Similar to that evidenced for Cu, the PES of the second
excited state of Ag*(2P)Hen allows only two He atoms to strongly
bind to the metal atom. Snapshots extracted during the DMC
sampling showed that Ag*(2P)He2 has a linear (average) geome-
try similar to the case of Cu (see panel b of Fig. 3 for a snapshot
view). Moreover, there are no exit barriers for the He atoms on
both sides, supporting the possibility that both the dimer and
the trimer can be formed following photo-excitation. Indeed, this
outcome was evidenced already monitoring UV fluorescence of
Ag in surperfluid liquid helium.1 The theoretical modelling of
the post-excitation dynamics in ref. 33 also pointed toward this
possibility, although it is important to remember that the
expected overbinding nature of the potential employed is likely
to increase the silver ‘‘catchment basin’’ for He companions.
4.1.3 Au. As discussed at the beginning of Section 4.1, the
lowest state of the 2P manifold for Au is repulsive even when a
single He atom is present due to the strong mixing between the
2P and 2S states induced by the large spin–orbit constant.
Thus, we dispatched with studying this state as it is unlikely to
produce any non-trivial result.
Table 3 DMC binding energy El0(n) and negative evaporation energy D
l
0(n) for
the second state (l = 2) of Ag*(2P)Hen
n E20(n)
a D20(n)
a
1 211.55
2 354.7 143.2
a Energies in cm1. The standard error of mean values is roughly one
unit of the last decimal digit shown.
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With respect to the second excited state of the 2P manifold,
Table 4 shows the energy results for the only two stable
aggregates found. DMC sampled configurations gave geome-
tries similar to what found for the other two metals in this
electronic state. To the best of our knowledge, no previous
report of the stability for this species is available in the
literature. It is worth noting that there is a trend of decreasing
binding energy for M(2P3/2)Hen (n = 1 and 2) along the series Cu,
Ag and Au. This closely follows the decrease in interaction
strength in the 2P states of M–He upon increasing the atomic
number already mentioned in Section 2.
4.2 2D states
As indicated previously in Section 2, the potential curves for
M*(2D)–He present a very weak dependency on both the metal
atom M and the projection of the angular momentum (i.e. S, P
and D) on the bond axis. This is largely due to the screening by
the external ns2 electrons of the d hole created as a conse-
quence of the electronic excitation. The orientational effects are
thus reduced to the point that the well depths of potentials
deriving from different angular momenta differ, at most, by
1.2 cm1 for Cu, an interpretation supported by the close
equilibrium distance in the M*(2D)–He curves and in the
ground state interactions. Specifically, we highlight a small
contraction (B0.2 Å) with respect to the ground state for Cu
or Ag, and a slight expansion (B0.2 Å) for Au.
From the energetic standpoint, it is noteworthy that the
interaction well depth for the 2D states of all the metals spans
the range B11–18 cm1; the interaction is therefore to be
considered weak with respect to the spin–orbit coupling in
these states (DESO = 2042.858, 4471.928, and 12274.014 cm
1
for Cu, Ag and Au, respectively) and expected to play only the
role of a weak perturbation of the S–O coupled states. This
observation has indeed a profound consequence on the depen-
dency of exciplex structural details upon the specific electronic
state correlating with the manifold defined by the (n  1)d9ns2
2D configuration, as the total angular momentum J and its
projection mJ represent good quantum numbers. With the
relative weights of the S, P and D potential giving the inter-
action surface for a specific electronic state |JmJi coming
directly from averaging M over the linear combination of |lmi
defining it, the similarity between the S, P and D curves
produces a nearly isotropic interaction for the He atoms due
to the unitary nature of the rotation matrix. In turn, these
results indicate that the perturbation introduced into the
energetics of the |J,mJi states does not depend strongly on the
specific J or mJ chosen. A similar conclusion can be reached
starting from the analysis carried out by Danilychev and
Apkarian69 based on the classical decomposition of the inter-
action anisotropy in terms of Legendre polynomials.
As a consequence of the above scrutiny, one would not
expect any major diﬀerences between species containing dif-
ferent metals due to the diﬀerences in the interaction energy
alone. An additional consequence is the expectation of a nearly
spherical interaction surface whatever the eigenvalue ofM, with
only minor changes between diﬀerent states and for diﬀerent
metals. So, there is in principle no need to refer to spin–orbit
coupled dimer surfaces as in Fig. 2 for the 2P states, and we
thus avoid to present them for the sake of brevity. Of course,
this is at variance with what found earlier for the 2P states, the
qualitative features of the spin–orbit coupled energy surfaces
hinging on that manifold being strongly dependent on both the
metal–helium interaction and the spin–orbit constant.
The analysis carried out above is already suﬃcient to ratio-
nalise a few of the details in the laser ablation fluorescence
studies carried out on Cu and Au in solid and liquid 4He.8,9
First, the very weak shift found for the fluorescence lines
related to the decay of the 2D3/2,5/2 states into the ground
2S
is fully supported by the weak M–He interaction of both
configurations, and their similar equilibrium distances and
well widths. Second, the long decay lifetime found for the 2D3/2,5/2
states in solid 4He is justified by the minor differences between
the S, P and D potentials, the net effect of which would be to
maintain the surrounding of the excited atom spherical. This
effect ought to be expected to reduce also the likelihood of a local
(e.g. dipolar) distortion sufficiently strong to induce a coupling
between the M excited and ground states. Subtler interpretation,
perhaps requiring also using the data for the 2P states, will be
discussed in the ensuing presentation of the DMC results on the
exciplexes formed by M*(2D).
4.2.1 Cu. Table 5 provides the DMC results for both El0(n)
and Dl0(n) computed for the first, third and fifth energy level of
Cu*(2D)Hen. As one can notice, the binding energies for the
clusters is much smaller than the one for Cu*(2P)Hen, clearly
owing to the weaker interaction between copper in the 2D state
and He. Also, it appears that our expectation of a very similar
behaviour for all the energy levels is largely confirmed by the
results. Noticeably, the nearly spherical symmetry of the inter-
action potentials allows Cu*(2D) to bind up to 10 He atoms in
Table 4 DMC binding energy El0(n) and negative evaporation energy D
l
0(n) for
the second state (l = 2) of Au*(2P)Hen
n E20(n)
a D20(n)
a
1 98.46
2 150.2 51.7
a Energies in cm1. The standard error of mean values is roughly one
unit of the last decimal digit shown.
Table 5 DMC binding energy El0(n) and negative evaporation energy D
l
0(n) for
the first, third and fifth states (l = 1,3,5) of Cu*(2D)Hen
n E10(n)
a D10(n)
a E30(n)
a D30(n)
a E50(n)
a D50(n)
a
1 7.28 6.71 6.18
2 14.52 7.24 13.41 6.69 12.68 6.49
3 21.80 7.28 20.39 6.98 19.44 6.76
4 29.17 7.37 27.48 7.08 26.36 6.92
5 36.61 7.44 34.69 7.21 33.47 7.10
6 44.1 7.5 42.01 7.3 40.69 7.23
8 59.3 7.6 56.53 7.2 55.0 7.1
10 74.2 7.4 71.34 7.4 69.7 7.4
a Energies in cm1. The standard error of mean values is roughly one
unit of the last decimal digit shown.
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its first shell. Panel (c) in Fig. 3 shows a uniform coverage of the
metal in Cu*(2D)He10, an interpretation in good agreement
with the similar He evaporation energies Dl0(n) as a function
of n. In fact, the latter quantity is usually sensitive to the local
environment34 and it is expected to decrease sharply upon
completion of the first solvation shell. As suggested at the
beginning of Section 4.2, the low DMC binding energies for
the 2D copper exciplexes agree nicely with the very small shifts
found experimentally for the 2D5/2,3/2-
2S fluorescence.9
Angular He–Cu–He distributions (not shown) indicate a
nearly spherical helium density around 2D Cu, a fact that allows
us also to provide support for the suggested mechanism that
permits the 2P manifold depopulation into the 2D one with no
emission.9 In this respect, we begin by noticing that the
stabilisation afforded by the 2P1/2,3/2 states of Cu when binding
He atoms is not sufficient to lower their energy to a level close
to the D states. Instead, the ring of He atoms found in Cu*(2P1/2)-
He5 at a distance of roughly 2.25 Å from the copper (see Fig. 3
and 4) would raise the energy of the 2D states by a rough average
of 3000 cm1 per He atom with respect to the dissociated
fragments as estimated from our S, P and D potentials. In turn,
this means that the He ring in Cu*(2P1/2)He5 should be expected
to increase the energy of the D states at least 15000 cm1 above
its asymptotic form. With the average energy gap between the D
and P manifolds being roughly 18000 cm1 and the stabilisation
due to the formation of the exciplex being B1177 cm1, quan-
tum fluctuation of the He ring could easily bring the potential
curve for the D state and the energy of the exciplex itself into a
situation of near degeneracy. Albeit not sufficient on its own, the
condition of near degeneracy facilitates the non-adiabatic cross-
ing from one state to the other, the population of the lower D
states, and hence the appearance of the fluorescence lines at
755 and 893 nm.
4.2.2 Ag. Table 6 gives the energy results for the Ag*(2D)Hen
clusters; as in the case of Cu, we provide data for the first, third
and fifth electronic states. Comments similar to those given for
copper in the 2D manifold can be made for silver, the only
diﬀerence is a slightly weaker binding and, consequently, lower
Dl0(n) for Ag than for Cu. Given the heavier mass for Ag, which
should lower the ground state energy for identical potentials,
this finding must be due to slightly shallower potential wells for
Ag than for Cu (see Table 1).
The simulation results obtained in this work become useful
when it comes to support or help interpreting the experimental
results on the fluorescence of Ag atoms in cold He gas obtained
exciting the D2 line (i.e. the 2P3/2’
2S transition).19 From these
experiments, it emerged that, first, the lifetime (t1/2 B 350 ns)
of the D1 and AgHe1,2
2P3/2-
2S fluorescence lines measured
when the temperature of the He gas is above the critical
temperature Tc is very long compared to the related D2 line
of the free silver, and, second, that t1/2 drops to roughly 20 ns
over a narrow temperature range when T o Tc.
The mechanism suggested to explain the long lifetime for
those transitions, their sudden drop and the presence of the D1
line in the first place prescribes that Ag in the 2P3/2 state
captures one or two He atoms forming AgHe1,2 in the
2P3/2
state. The latter crosses the curve of the 2P5/2 state formed
when Ag is in the 2D5/2 state, which is metastable. Given the
relative position of the minima for the two 2P states, the
crossing leads to the ejection of the He atoms and the produc-
tion of the long living 2D state of Ag, the transition to the 2S
ground state being doubly forbidden but still weakly visible in
the spectrum. It is this state that, acting as a reservoir, can
rebuild the population of AgHe1,2 or being depopulated colli-
sionally into the 2P1/2 state. When T o Tc, however, it is in
principle possible that He atoms would ‘‘condense’’ onto the
Fig. 4 Top: Cu–He radial distribution function (rdf, left axis) for Cu*(2P1/2)He5
and Vxy = VD interaction potential (right axis) for Cu*(
2D)–He. Bottom: Ag–He radial
distribution function (rdf, left axis) for Ag*(2D5/2)He10 and V(1/2) = VP1/2 interaction
potential (right axis) for Ag*(2P)–He. Energies in cm1, distances in Å.
Table 6 DMC binding energy El0(n) and negative evaporation energy D
l
0(n) for
the first, third and fifth states (l = 1,3,5) of Ag*(2D)Hen
n E10(n)
a D10(n)
a E30(n)
a D30(n)
a E50(n)
a D50(n)
a
1 7.37 5.98 6.30
2 14.50 7.13 12.32 6.34 12.91 6.61
3 21.79 7.29 19.01 6.68 19.72 6.81
4 29.15 7.36 25.93 6.91 26.79 7.08
5 36.33 7.18 32.89 6.96 33.32 6.53
6 43.8 7.5 39.94 7.05 40.25 6.93
8 58.6 7.4 53.8 6.9 54.6 7.2
10 72.9 7.1 67.9 7.1 68.2 6.8
a Energies in cm1. The standard error of mean values is roughly one
unit of the last decimal digit shown.
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2D Ag, thus forming any of the exciplexes indicated as stable in
Table 6. These were previously only postulated in ref. 19.
In this respect, it seems worth noticing that the He evapora-
tion energy for those species is roughly 10–11 K per atom, i.e. a
factor of two larger than Tc; it thus seems sensible to assume
the formation of a He ‘‘jacket’’ surrounding the silver atom.
Such a ‘‘jacket’’ presents the helium atoms concentrated in the
range of distances 3–9 Å (see Fig. 4, bottom). In the same range,
the AgHe 2P1/2 potential has its entrance barrier, with a
maximum height of 102.1 cm1 with respect to the asymptotic
fragments around 3.5 Å (see Fig. 2). This means that the 2P1/2
electronic state may have an energy 102–1020 cm1 (depending
on the number n of helium atoms) higher than the isolated
silver if surrounded by He atoms in a geometry compatible with
the one of the stable 2D5/2 exciplexes, indicating as possible the
crossing between the states and the consequent depopulation
by non-adiabatic non-radiative transition. Bearing in mind the
43 cm1 stabilisation due to the He binding to the metal in the
2D state, n = 6–7 should suffice, in principle, to bridge the 690 cm1
gap between the 2P1/2 and
2D5/2 states. It would of course be
interesting to dynamically simulate the process, a task that
requires to solve the equations of motion for the mixed Ag–He
gas system and that we therefore consider outside the goal of
this work for the moment.
4.2.3 Au. Table 7 provides the results for the exciplexes
Au*(2D)Hen that we found stable with our simulation proce-
dure. Owing to the weaker Au–He interaction than in the Ag
and Cu cases, the binding energy for the gold exciplexes is
lower than for the other two metals. For the same reason, the
maximum number of first shell He atoms seems to be lower.
Similar to the other two metals, the He density surrounding the
Au atom is close to spherical. As also the relative position on
the energetic scale of the 2P and 2D manifolds of gold parallels
what found for copper, it becomes thus possible to justify the
lack of the Au D2 fluorescence line found in solid He8 with
arguments similar to the one exposed for Cu.
5 Conclusions
In this work, we have studied the structural and energetic
details of exciplexes formed by a coinage metal atom in its
lowest 2P and 2D manifolds and a few He atoms. This task was
carried out by simulating the exciplex vibrational ground state
with DMC, which is capable of exactly sampling the ground
state wave function C0 of strongly anharmonic and fluxional
systems. As for the interaction potentials, we employed the DIM
approach to build many-body surfaces including spin–orbit
coupling starting from atomic spectroscopic data and diatomic
interaction surfaces. The latter have been obtained previously
for the 2P state of Cu and Ag34 and in this work for their 2D
states, as well as for the 2P and 2D manifolds of Au employing
‘‘state of the art’’ CI calculations with extended basis sets. The
inclusion of the spin–orbit coupling has required developing
the spin–orbit matrix for the d9s2 configurations as well as the
representation of the dimer S, P and D interactions for a
general orientation of M*(2D)–He(1S) in the laboratory frame.
We hope these would be of help to the community interested in
modelling the anisotropic nature of atom–atom interactions.
With respect to the number of He atoms, we focused on
studying the details of the inner solvation shell of each excited
state, which is relevant for interpreting the emission spectra of
Cu, Ag and Au in bulk He and cold He gas. In fact, our results
provide full support, albeit only from the energetics point of
view, to several of the explanations proposed to justify line
disappearance or non-radiative population of the state lying in
between the ground and directly excited states. However, the
complete description of the mechanisms involved in these
experimental phenomena would, in principle, require also the
simulation of the post-excitation dynamics with a particular
focus on its non-adiabatic components.70 As helium is intrinsi-
cally quantum in nature, this would require at least a semi-
classical approach such as zero-point averaged dynamics.71,72
With the potential energy curves for the excited metal at our
disposal, we plan to tackle the study of the dynamical evolution
in the near future. Noteworthily, we would expect the case of
Ag to be an interesting one, as it would require to correctly
describe the mixing between the 2P and 2D manifolds for a
proper description. This extra requirement is due to the fact
that the 2D5/2 state lies in between
2P1/2 and
2P3/2.
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